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“Good advertising builds sales. GREAT 
advertising builds factories.” (Bill Bernbach)

   That’s exactly what George Cecil’s 1923 ad 
did for Canada Dry. To get the full scoop 
about this landmark ad, there’s none better 
to turn to than one of history's greatest 
adverting chroniclers, Julian Watkins.

   His The 100 Greatest Advertisements1852- 
1958: Who Wrote Them and What They Did 
will never go out of style, for as long as 
human nature remains fundamentally the 
same. I’ll tell you what I think, cyborgs will be 
selling to other cyborgs with this old school 
persuasion that’s stood the test of time.

   Take it away, Julian:

“The results story behind this campaign is 
just as inspiring as the copy. The morning 
after the first advertisement appeared, three 
New York jobbers telephoned orders totaling 
500 cases. In thirty days the plant was 

working  overtime. In ninety days, it was 
300% oversold. During almost all of 1923 
orders were five to ten times the capacity of 
the New York plant. A new plant was built at 
Hudson, New York. At the time the plans 
were drawn, it was thought that this plant 
would be large enough for all future needs. 
But it was necessary to order still another 
unit, for orders booked during the first month 
of 1924 were twice those received during all 
of 1923.”

What was it about George Cecilʼs headline 
that pulled 5-10 times plant capacity?

   It’s an advertising lead for the ages with 
just as much pulling power today as then. 
What’s its secret? ORIGIN. There’s not a 
shadow of a doubt that if ‘Canada Dry’ had 
been concocted in Poughkeepsie (about two 
hours north of New York City) and been 
called ‘Poughkeepsie Dry,’ the manufacturer 
might have problems keeping a single plant 
running at half capacity. Here’s the copy.

“Down from Canada came tales of a 
wonderful beverage

“For years and years, visitors to Canada had 
come back with tales of a wonderful ginger 
ale. They described its exquisite flavor-they 
told of drinking it in the Houses of Parliament 
in Ottawa, in the residence of the Governor-
General, and in the Royal Canadian Yacht 
Club.

Friends would listen and smack their lips and 
ask i'f there wasn't some way to purchase it 
in this country. And the answer was always 
‘No.'

Finally, however, the demand became so 
insistent that it was decided to open a 
branch in this country, and in 1922 "Canada 
Dry" was officially brought to the United 
States. 

For two years this fine old ginger ale was 
served only in the most exclusive clubs and 
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hotels in New York and it was little known 
outside of those select circles.

But gradually the story of the flavor of 
"Canada Dry" spread throughout the States, 
even as it had come across the border from 
Canada, and it was soon necessary to 
establish two new plants in this country to 
care for the increasing demand. 

Today "Canada Dry" is known and liked the 
wide world over. Its phenomenal growth in 
public favor is one of the most inspiring 
tributes to quality in the history of American 
business.

This remarkable success is due to the fact 
that "Canada Dry" is altogether different from 
every other ginger ale. Different in flavor! 
Different in quality! Different in the methods 
by which it is made. Different because it is a 
real ginger ale, made from the highest grade 
Jamaica ginger.

This is an especially important point to 
remember when you are selecting a 
beverage for your home. For many so-called 
ginger ales have a strong, biting taste that is 
derived from capsicum (red pepper). There 
is no capsicum in "Canada Dry." 

Truly it has been said that until you try 
"Canada Dry" you have no idea how good 
ginger ale can be. In quality, in purity, in the 
witchery of its matchless flavor, it is, indeed, 
"The Champagne of Ginger Ales."

With hindsight, it’s easy to understand how 
George Cecil’s ad was a game changer in 
the bottled beverage market.

Look what’s packed into this ad.

1) An origin marketing lead that’s thoroughly 
paid off, even in the product name itself.

2) Captivating story-selling.

3)  Marketing to the affluent, but available to 
the man on the street.

TWICE the sales in just the first month of 
1924 than in ALL of 1923

Cecil’s origin marketing grand slam for 
Canada Dry rivaled Claude Hopkins’ tell-all, 
“industry standards revealed” copy that 
catapulted Schlitz Beer from a little known 
brand to America’s biggest seller.

And years later, Rosser Reeves wielded 
similar alchemy for Viceroy cigarettes. 
Reeves -- the pioneer of the USP -- packed 
on a mountain of proof with 130 words of 
copy that springboarded Viceroy’s sales from 
$50 million to over $200 million in short order.

How some marketers mint money with 
Cecilʼs ORIGIN MARKETING MAGIC today

Cecil’s blockbuster origin advertising 
approach is just is viable today and plenty of 
in-the-know advertisers are pulling down big 
league response with it. 
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Here are a few examples.

• How origin marketing plus the power of 
contradiction can shatter sales records 

• The origin marketing method for turning 
$30 supplements into $3,200 high ticket 
offers 

• How a mundane origin marketing angle 
became a BILLION dollar money machine 

• How to turn old and tired claims -- and 
products -- into fresh response magnets 

• Why origin marketing magic is the KEY to 
high net worth clients turning over $100 
million... no questions asked 

• The secret of origin marketing that compels 
jaded prospects who've tried it all... to take 
out their wallet... one last time.

Most knocked off weight loss copy of all time

This is no mere headline collection. You’ll 
find dozens of examples that will crystalize 
your understanding of this powerful 
advertising approach, no matter what 
products or services you sell.

This isn’t about any one particular market or 
product but something much more powerful 
-- tapping into human nature and the belief 
about the grass being greener on the other 
side.

 Swipes for EVERY ad in this volume

And one last thing.

If you’d like the COMPLETE swipe file for 
every print ad... and every direct mail 
packge in this volume... in crystal clear 
PDFs... then you can pick it up for a tiny 
fraction of what it cost me to compile.

Whatever you decide, you have more than 
enough response boosting fire power here 
that will be just as relevant 20 years from 
now. 

Just as George Cecil’s ad has largely stood 
the test of time, so too may your ads and 
promotions fuel a new metaphoric factory or 
two for your business.

Yours for bolder response, 

Lawrence Bernstein

(Sonoran Desert, USA)

P.S. Use the link below to keep your email 
address in my database and qualify for 
Magic Headlines Volume 1.
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“Fountain of Youth Discovered By Little Known Civilization 
Over 2,300 Years Ago”

Hereʼs one of the all time great origin marketing headlines and how to SELL the origin 
when itʼs UNKNOWN to your target market... all in a mere 3,600 words!

So who are the Hunzas? Let Ben Suarez tell you.

“They still exist isolated from the world where they live to be 120 to 140 years old. They 
have no cancer heart attacks or other major disorders to speak of. They are active and 
fit to the very end. Men father children at 100 years and older. Overweight people are 
unheard of for they have the perfect weight control system.

Why haven't you heard much about this mysterious civilization? First, few people know 
they exist. They are literally isolated from the rest of the world by a series of impassable 
mountain ranges in the Himalayas. This small nation is called Hunza. It is located in 
West Pakistan, 65 miles Northeast of Gilgit and 18 miles South of the border of the 
U.S.S.R. The country is accessible only by foot through mountain passes which narrow 
to 18 inches at some points. This civilization originated in 330 B.C. when an army 
division of Alexander The Great of Macedonia broke away, took Persian wives and 
purposely lost themselves in the vastness of the Himalayas.”

Not a bad lead, huh? It was written in 1977 and reads respectably even by todayʼs copy 
standards.



“The Hunza Secret”

Ever since J.I. Rodale, founder of Rodale Press, published the book “Healthy 
Hunzas” back in 1948, the 
Hunzas have been HOT in 
the world of ad copy. The 
headline? “No cancer here.” 

That was followed up in 1960 
when the book “Hunza Land” 
was released along with this 
headline: “Imagine yourself 
living past 90 and 100 in full, 
vigorous health!”

This mega 2010 magalog for 
a colon care supplement was 
a SMASH and the lead came 
pre-packed, courtesy of a 
string of successful marketers 
in the sixty years preceding 
this direct mail piece.

“In a small kingdom high in 
the Himalayas, west of 
Pakistan, in the valley of 

Hunza...

...Men can live to be 120 years and older... experience little to no illness ... and 
father children well into their 90s. 

The women of 80 look no older than 40 years old. Their secret? A diet of real, 
whole foods rich in fiber and other beneficial nutrients! This promotes optimal 
colon healthand a long, healthy life! 

You too can experience healthier living when you eliminate the debris and 
impacted fecal matter lining your colon. When you do-your body can properly 
absorb nutrients to fuel every cell in your body!”



“How The French Live 42 Percent Longer Than Everyone 
Else… even though they eat like kings 

and smoke like chimneys!”

If I had to pick the greatest origin marketing leads of all time, this one would be 
on my short list.

This 20-page magalog for 
revatrol (red wine extract) 
mailed for many years. 

Ever since Professor Serge 
Renaud coined the term 
“French Paradox” and the 
perennial American 
investigative TV show, 60 
Minutes, did a story on it in 
1991, the concept has 
become rooted in the 
collective mind of the 
American public that 
moderate drinking of red wine 
is good for you. 

Itʼs makes sense. 

How else could the French 
gobble down brie and 
baguettes, smoke like 
chimneys and imbibe bottles 
of wine each week? 

Besides the fact that a large 
segment of baby boomers are 

predisposed to the idea that drinking red wine is healthful, the evidence of the 
French paradox has been upheld in film and popular culture for years.



“Discover the Amazing Health Secret of 
the Longest Living People on Earth”

This tabloid sized magalog is 
surely on the short list of the 
greatest origin marketing 
promotions of all time.

How many direct mail packages 
can boast of strong selling for 
OVER 10 YEARS?

The Japanese embody some of 
the most powerful proof elements 
for selling a gamut of health 
products to consumers in the 
West.

Notice this package bears a 
striking resemblence to the “How 
the French Live 42% Longer Than 
Everyone Else.”

Check out this opening copy and 
the power of CONTRADICTION.

“By all medical standards, this 
island nation should be one of the 
LEAST healthy places to live in 
the world. After all, it's ...

* A place where more than half of 
men still smoke and more women 
are taking up the habit...

* A highly industrialized country where people are constantly bombarded by toxic wastes... 

A super fast-paced environment where people live stressed-out lives packed like sardines in 
densely populated cities...
 
Yet, in spite of all these obstacles to their health, the citizens of this nation have become the 
longest-living people on Earth -- enjoying active and independent lives. In fact, a new study 
documents that this country now has 32,000 people over age 100!

Could it be they know something we don't? One of their secrets is a unique superfood 
supplement. They take more of it than Americans take Vitamin C!



Product used in Japan for 71 years relieves pain in !
10 minutes without taking dangerous drugs!

!
This smash hit hails from Ben Suarez and his origin marketing ad saw 
many thousands of insertions nationwide. The headline has been knocked 
off numerous times in multiple markets and runs far and wide today. This is 
the classic Suarez, “3-prong” headline approach with one pre-head and two 
sub-heads.!!
Notice how Suarez “pays off” the headline. Advertising amateurs are often 
quick to invoke a miracle product from Timbuktu but fail to elaborate in the 
body copy. Pros always pay off the headline. Here’s how Suarez does it.!!
“This particular Oriental pain relief method was brought to market 
commercially by a Japanese pharmaceutical company in 1934. But they 
took it a step further. They took the ingredients that brought the pain relief 
from the Oriental medicine remedies and put them in a remarkable patch.”!



"87 Japanese Money Making Plans You Can Use !
To Increase Your Income In America Today”!!!

Gary Halbert considered this letter opening from Thomas Hall to be one of 
the greatest openers in the history of direct mail.!!
Dear Friend: !!
Would you like a spare time money-making business you could run from 
your home? !!
If so, then let me tell you about 87 different home operated businesses 
owned by people here in Japan that are fantastically profitable. And why I 
believe anyone of them would make even more money in America.!
!

!



Thomas Hall’s Japanese Diet Letter!!
When you’ve got a weight loss system from another country — especially 
one laden with such powerful proof elements as Japan — you don’t have to 
work as hard to make your case in the copy because a lot of the heavy 
lifting is done for you. !!
There are many preconceived ideas about the longevity and quality of  
health of the Japanese people that make a marketer’s job easy.!!
This is another of mail order legend, Thomas Hall’s, smash hits.!!
Dear Friend:!!
If you would like to lose up to 63 pounds, then here is how I did it in Japan 
and why I think you can do it in America.!!
The Japanese system to lose weight is easy but different. There is nothing 
like it in America.!
!



“750-Year-Old European Health Discovery Ends Heartburn, 
Gas Pains, Indigestion, Even Allergies”!

!
Here’s an origin marketing headline that could have been a LOT stronger. !!
Why? Because “European” stretches a long way. You wouldn’t have the 
same expectation about a product from Southern Spain versus Northern 
Norway. The more specific you get with the origin of a product, the better, 
as long as the place of origin is more or less known to your prospect.!!

The advertiser’s nailed it with the 
picture. A pair of sturdy Russian 
babushkiy in headscarves, standing 
in a forrest, with one holding the 
handle of a hoe or shovel.!!
Even though the advertiser tries to 
explain it in the copy, the reader 
immediately hits a speed bump with 
Los Angeles, California. !!
Why is L.A. the news source in this 
advertorial if this is a European 
health discovery? !!
Since the product promoter is 
Russian, I’d go for something like, 
Yekaterinburg, Russia. And I’d lead 
with something like, “from deep in 
the forest of the Ural Mountains 
comes a 750 year old natural 
remedy.” !!
Of course, the product we’re talking 
about here is kefir (with probiotics) 
but we copywriters have a way of 
dramatizing the mundane!



“All-Natural Supplement Developed for Russian Olympic 
Athletes Now Available to U.S. Consumers”

For those of us who remember growing up when the Eastern Block was alive and 
well and the Soviet Unionʼs hammer and sickle flew threateningly high, thereʼs an 
undeniable connection between strength and performance and this part of the 
world.

East Germany, Bulgaria and the Soviet Union produced some powerhouse 
strength athletes. “Better living through chemicals” some would argue.

Only a supremely confident (and curious) marketer like Ben Suarez would test 
something like this in a general circulation newspaper. Here is his trademark 
3-prong headline template.



“Amish Gardening Secrets”

This headline hails from one of the great old-school direct response 
marketers at James Direct. Thatʼs the only school I care about!

Here we have one of the most detailed payoffs of the headline in the body 
copy. First of all, what makes the Amish so special and why should the 
prospect care about them when it comes to gardening? Thereʼs an 
ethereal, almost irresistible appeal to this ad.

“The Amish are intriguing to the modern world not only because of the 
horse and buggies, but also because of the quaint clothes they wear, the 
remarkable handmade quilts and hearty food that theyʼre known for and the 
simple way they live their lives. These people consciously seek to live in a 
way that honors God. They choose to live close to the land without 
conveniences. 

One in three Amish men make their living from agriculture. Gardening is the 
responsibility of women and small children while men and boys do the field 
work. During planting and harvesting, the whole family works together.”

 



For a people who make up less than a tenth of a percent of the countryʼs 
population, Itʼs amazing how the unlikely Amish turned out to be a BILLION 
dollar phenomenon that blanketed media in the States from 2009 to 2013. 
There were TENS of thousands of ad insertions that ran during this period. 

The Heat Surge Roll-n-Glow Fireplace had a great run, but what was the 
inspiration for this specialty product that pulled in over a billion dollars worth 
of sales?

Drive around rural Ohio and Pennsylvania long enough, and youʼre bound 
to bump into an Amish horse driven buggy or two. For those living in these 
parts, the Amish are an everyday facet of life. But itʼs a different story for 
the rest of us, far removed from Amish Country. This ad below ran in 1994 
-- a full 15 years before one of the greatest origin marketing money 
machines.



Tales of Amish Space Heaters

First, Ben Suarez took a $39 commodity product -- a space heater -- and 
through the power of product positioning, as well as some of the worldʼs 
best specialty product copywriting, turned it into a blockbuster, selling for up 
to TEN times the price. He sold well over three million units for over a 
BILLION dollars worth of sales. Itʼs one of the great case studies there is.

How do you top that? Thatʼs exactly what his one time mentee did by 
adding an origin marketing angle combined with story selling. Hereʼs the 
marketer so under the radar, The New York Times couldnʼt even flesh out 
his name, in this feature article from the Amish Space Heater heyday.

“Amish mantle and miracle invention help home heat bills hit rock bottom 
Miracle heaters being given away free with orders for real Amish fireplace 
mantles to announce the invention that helps slash heat bills, but Amish 
craftsmen under strain of early Christmas rush force household limit of 2”

https://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/12/garden/12amish.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/12/garden/12amish.html


“When is a Suisse Account not a Swiss Account?”

Question: How do you get someone to hand
you a hundred million in cash with (almost) 
no questions asked?

It’s easy when you’ve got the three magic
words: “Swiss private banking.” The country 
of Swizerland is almost synonomous with 
privacy and safety due to itʼs long history in 
the international banking world.

Just think, you don’t even need to set foot 
on a plane and fly to Zurich to hand over 
your hundred mil. It’s just a subway ride 
down to 23rd Street on the Lexington 
Avenue local.



“Cayman Island 24-Hour Gold and Silver Hotline”

Welcome to the “most expensive telephone number in the world!”

This small insertion from Jay Abraham, ran in the New York Times in the 
mid 1980s. It sold a financial advisory service for $595 per year -- a decent 
chunk of change -- then and now!

Jay may claim heʼs not a copywriter per se but I wouldnʼt want to go up 
against him. The man is perennially lethal! Probably, his strongest suit is in 
the realm of giant concept and product positioning. 

How can you argue with his choice of origin here? As he writes in the copy: 
“Who would pay this kind of money for a telephone number? Rich people 
thatʼs who.” Definitely a unique pitch from the pre-Web days!



Celergen Swiss Cell Therapy

Hereʼs the brand that got its pricing strategy from JP Morgan: “If you have 
to ask how much it costs, you canʼt afford it.” So, youʼll never find a price 
quoted in any of Celergenʼs ads. 

You can sell a “skin cream” for $20 or you can sell a “Swiss BIO DNA 
Cellular Regenerative Skin Serum” for $3,200 for a 6-month supply.

“LOOK and FEEL BETTER... Now! How Swiss Cellular Therapy Can Lead 
to a Vibrant Life in 2017 and Beyond.”



THE LUCKY COUNTRY !!
“You're About to Be Taken on a Whirlwind Adventure to the Place Fortune 
Magazine Calls "a land of Boomtowns and Billionaires. And You Won't 
Have to Hop on a Plane or Leave the Comforts of Your Home to…”!!
Here’s a product that embodies a powerful origin proof element in its very 
name: Australian Edge.!!
This headline and product have some great things going for them. 1) 
Readership. Why is Australia the “Lucky Country?” You’ve got to dig into 
the piece to find out. And 2): Origin marketing proof elements galore. After 
all, it’s the Australian Edge.



Australian Dream!
!

You don’t need the world’s greatest headline writer or copywriter when 
you’ve got a dynamite product name like Australian Dream. Of course, it 
always helps!!!
I’ve seen hundreds of these ad insertions and I don’t think it’s ever once 
been explained in the copy: why Australia? Must be something to do with 
the “lucky country,” right mate?   !!
Anyway, it’s the “pain relieving arthritis cream” and its a textbook origin 
marketing product name.



“Australia Releases One of the Top Pain Relief 
Secrets to United States”

Besides being one of the most successful advertisers in the history of direct 
response, Ben Suarez was one of the most prolific testers of all time. And 
he turned to origin marketing time and again to pull response.

Australia is now releasing one of the #1 all-natural pain relieving products 
in the world to the United States.

Experts agree that Americans are now ready for this amazing pain reliever 
and are in desperate need of something natural with no side effects that 
they can use on a daily basis.

The reason this pain reliever has only been used in Australia thus far is 
because the ingredients it contains can only be found in that country.
Currently known as Outback Pa in Relief, this amazing new product is the 
top seller in Australia in over4,000 pharmacies.



“Canadian Social Security”!
!

This was a mailbox blockbuster that mailed like mad for well over two years 
by Agora Financial.!!
Talk about killer teaser copy. Have a look at this:!!
U.S. CITIZENS NOW ELIGIBLE TO PIGGYBACK "CANADIAN SOCIAL 
SECURITY” Without living, working or even visiting Canada… Thousands 
of Americans are now receiving up to $4,700 per month by "piggybacking 
Canadian Social Security.”!!
There’s no shortage of investment newsletter pitches that put the prospect 
to sleep. Not here! What does the prospect think when she pulls this 
package out of her mailbox? “Canadian Social Security? What’s that!?”!!
A BIG concept that rode on a red hot origin marketing proof element.



China's Secret Plan to Bankrupt Millions of Americans?!
!

A BIG idea from a 2011 bookalog from Stansberry and 
Associates.!
!
A mountain of evidence compiled over the past 18 months makes 
it clear to us that China has put into place a covert plan that will 
extract billions of dollars from the U.S. government... and ordinary 
U.S. citizens. !
!
How you handle this situation will be one of the most important 
financial decisions you make over the next few years.!

!



CHINA'S THUNDERING “BLACK GOLD” RUSH OF 2006!!!
China wants to quadruple its growing economy by the year 2020, but a 
severe shortage of electricity could bring the economic machine to its 
knees!!!
The headline is almost a cliche, but when you tag on China, in a year that 
was saturated with response getting China promos, you’re on solid 
advertising ground.



The China-Driven Fuel Shortage 139 Times Bigger Than Oil…!!!
This was a huge mailing for the Oxford Club in the mid-2000s. It plays up 
the official look to the hilt.!!
Hey, you’d better have “Level 1 A Clearance” before you read this. !



IGNORE CHINA: LOSE MONEY!
!

Read this, or you'll kick yourself for the next decade! PLUS: What 
mutual fund managers don't want you to know about their China 
stocks.!
!
This headline is the basis for what drives a LOT of activity in the 
financial markets — “if you ignore X, you’ll miss out.”!
!



Demand soars for joint health miracle 
discovered in Japanʼs ʻfeel good villageʼ

This marketer and his one time mentor, Ben Suarez, made careers of origin 
marketing for pulling major response. So much so, this direct reponse 
player sold his supplements company to TwinLab for a giant payday.

Everything is working in this insertion for pusing product, not the least of 
which is the powerful photo and caption combo. By the way, Iʼll let you in on 
a little secret -- itʼs not stock photography -- and that bumps response.



“The Skin Renewing Secret from Hungary”

For many years in the United States, the country of Hungary and the Gabor 
sisters were synonymous. Jolie Gabor lived to 100 and her sister Zsa Zsa 
lived to 99.

Itʼs true, this ad from 1986 uses celebrity marketing. I hold that a tried and 
true origin marketing ad can stand on its own, without any need of celebrity 
but sometimes the two go hand in hand. The salutation in this ad is on 
target... Darling. Youʼve got to love the props by the Hungarian government.

Doctor Tested! Doctor Approved! BY THE HUNGARIAN GOVERNMENT 
Helia-D is far superior to anything we've ever seen or tested. The results 
are remarkable. When used regularly, Hella-D restores the tightness and 
elasticity of the akin, and helps to eliminate wrinkles. Its Ingredients 
maintain the Ideal moisture balance and all this gives the skin a fresh and 
youthful appearance.”
(Dr. E. Nagy, Director University Medical School, Hungary)



“From Europe, a scientific breakthrough! So Astounding, 
Wrinkles Will Disappear”!

!
You wouldn’t expect to sell much beauty product hailing from Boise, Idaho, 
but a high performance European serum… the world is your oyster!!!
This mid-1980s ad is STILL a textbook origin marketing ad.!!
“It all started thousands of miles away in Hungary. A doctor and 
pharmacologist, Margit Nedeczky, created a creme that contained an 
ingredient never before compounded into a cosmetic product. In fact Helia-
D is such a unique formula, it's actually patented!!!
Dr. Nedeczky found that certain substances in the stalks of sunflowers had 
an incredible power. Centuries ago this potent sunflower extract - that same 
ingredient now compounded into Helia-D- was called a medicine.!!



Ilona of Hungary!
!

It would be folly to equate an origin marketing headline angle with a USP 
(unique selling proposition) but when you’re the main one in the space, like 
Ilona of Hungary was, it’s a stone’s throw away.!!
To be sure, the Gabor sisters, also of Hungary, were players in the beauty 
and rejuvenation markets and there were numerous other marketers who 
played up the beauty secrets from the “old country,” not the least of which 
was Helena Rubinstein. All in all… Ilona had a great run.!!
“We Do Wonders With Your Skin: Discover how Ilona of Hungary skin care 
treatment products can help you to create a healthier, radiant complexion.”!!
“American women traveling throughout Europe discovered many years ago 
the value of true professional skin care. Although beauty salon facials were 
always available in America, Skin care, which requires highly advanced 
training, was available only in European countries. It's only been in recent 
years that a few highly specialized skin care salons were established in this 
country. To achieve a beautiful complexion, there is nothing like a 
professional treatment by true experts in a specialized salon.”



Discover BEE POLLEN Rumanian Secret of Youth!
!

There was something about the 1980s.!!
Some beauty promoters insisted on having their smiling faces front and 
center in all their advertising. Not long after the ubiquitous Helena 
Rubinstein retired to that great salon in the sky, Manhattan socialite, Livia 
Sylva ran her bee pollen ads in major market newspapers across the 
country.!!
Great headline? No. Great copy? Hardly. Frankly, I could’ve used 
something along the lines of “from deep in the Transylvanian forest  
comes…” You get the idea. !!
The bottom line is this. If you’ve got a good product, origin marketing can 
be the secret sauce that makes it great.



“European Wrinkle Pill”

Specificity with origin marketing is usually the way to go but sometimes the 
general makes a splash, like this ad for Unilastin.

Mind you, there are some enormous claims in this ad for the high priced 
beauty supplement. Caveat emptor! NEVER swipe blindly and ALWAYS 
have a competent advertising attorney review your advertising.

“THE REVOLUTIONARY EUROPEAN WRINKLE PILL! This will change 
the way you look at “Anti-Wrinkle” creams... forever.”



Germany’s Most Popular Weight Loss Plan!
!

How many weight loss pitches does the average prospect see in a year?!!
Too many to count… too unrealistic to pay heed to. What’s a diet marketer 
to do? Origin marketing to the rescue!!!
The average weight loss prospect in the States has seen and heard 
everything from late night TV pitches… to billboards… to radio spots… to a 
universe of promotions on the Web.!!
But here’s a product from Germany she’s never heard of and she’s tried 
everything else. It’s hard to discount this one a first glance. Why is it 
Germany’s most popular weight loss plan? She’s forced to read the copy.!!



“Hollywood Diet Secrets Exposed”

Is there a more self-absorbed, dysfunctional place than Hollywood, 
California? 

Iʼm not sure, but I know this, Hollywood is a powerful origin marketing proof 
element when it comes to selling products in the health and beauty 
markets.

This insertion for the Bodytrim Weight Loss System, ran in the United 
Kingdom and the advertiser made the most of it by referencing a list of 
Hollywood stars.



“Isn’t it about time we Americans got in on this health 
blessing too?”!

!
Health Resources worked up the full origin lead with this magalog. How can a 
supplement that promises so much really deliver? Simple, it comes from Japan 
and the copywriter has more than paid off the origin headline in this package.!!
“Japanese doctors have been saving lives for over TWO DECADES with the all-
natural, potent blood clot dissolving nutrient NAMED INSIDE.!!
Isn’t it about time we Americans got in on this health blessing too?!!
The Japanese miracle remedy that can help you… !!
* Keep blood pressure pumping strong!!
* Regulate cholesterol!!
* Rejuvenate your skin!!
* Save your teeth and gums!!
* Enhance your memory!!
* And boost your energy levels to new heights!



“My Feet Were Killing Me... Until I Found Relief in Germany”

Welcome to the world of winning direct response from the 1980s and 
1990s. Featherspring sold milllions and millions of insoles over the years.

Once again, those who are in pain are HIGHLY motivated, so they try a 
LOT of products. Thatʼs where the power of origin marketing comes into 
play. 

“You may have tried everything, but you didnʼt try THIS solution from 
Germany.”



Norway's Amazing Anti-Aging Breakthrough !
Could Make All Cosmetics Obsolete!!

!
Immunocorp is a company with an impressive direct mail track record. Its 
“Seven Sick Salmon” bookalog package mailed in a baby blue envelope 
with hand addressing for over a half-decade.!!
Here’s their origin marketing effort in print. !!
“Norway's Amazing Anti-Aging Breakthrough Could Make All Cosmetics 
Obsolete! New Bio-tech Wonder Cream Can Take Years Off Your 
Appearance By Re-Igniting Aging Skin Repair Cells”!!
You’ve got to love their inventory load in the close: “A six ounce tube of 
IMMUDERM (approximate 4 month supply when applied twice a day) costs 
$89.95 plus $5.95 for S&H. However, if you purchase two tubes of 
IMMUDERM they will give you a third tube for free!”!!!
!



Want Perfect Skin?!
!

City Hospital #1 in Arkhangelsk, Russia hardly seems the place of origin for 
a beauty breakthrough, but here it is anyway. Immunocorp has been 
successful with origin marketing leads from various countries.!!
“Want Perfect Skin? Why a remarkable occurrence in Russia could now 
make it possible. Thankfully, it has little to do with cosmetics…"!!
“It doesn’t come in a fancy jar. It’s not manufactured by a famous cosmetic 
company. There’s no French writing on the packaging. In fact, it was never 
intended to be the world’s most effective antiwrinkle cream. But, if you 
believe the people who have used it, Immuderm is definitely the beauty 
breakthrough of the decade, perhaps the greatest advancement in skin 
repair ever achieved.”



Oil’s Last Frontier: Azerbaijan!!!
Here’s a headline from a full blown penny stock pitch.!!
Most prospects couldn't point to Azerbaijan on a map… and maybe that’s 
what makes it a believable origin marketing proof element.!!
“In a world that is rapidly running out of easily accessible oil, the acquisition 
by Eurasia Energy, Ltd. (Symbol: EUEN) of an ancient, but largely 
untapped oil and gas field in petroleum-rich Azerbaijan is nothing short of 
spectacular. And when you consider that hardly anyone knows about this 
company yet ... and that it's still selling for less than $3.00 a share ... you 
can see why I believe this could end up being one of my greatest oil and 
energy picks of all time.”!!



“Over 12 million people discover pain fighting secret from 
the island of Mallora, Spain”

Bet you never knew about the connection between pain relief and sunny 
Mallorca, Spain.

Well, guess what? By the time a pain relief prospect wends her way 
through this print ad insertion, she will.

Once again, origin marketing is an effective advertising lead for legitimate 
pain relief products.

There is also some great copy in this ad for countering the purchase of 
ineffective knock-offs.



“Rare African Herb Triggers 18 Times More Weight Loss”

Here is a current ad (at the time of this writing) thatʼs starting to take off. 
And the ad comes from no “junior all star” advertiser but a big league alt-
health guru, Dr. Al Sears.

“Rare African Herb Triggers 18 Times More Weight Loss 

Journal of Obesity study confirms dieters lost weight in just 10 weeks, 
without diet or exercise changes.”

Without an orign marketing element, this headlineʼs claim might as well be 
out of a 1980s time machine.



Russian Leg Locks

Hereʼs an ad for the Russian martial arts system, sambo, samozashchita 
bez oruzhiya or self-defense without weapons. 

Some martial arts students are off the chart consumers of books and 
courses -- it is a small, yet rabid market. And while the promoterʼs name, 
Igor Yakimov, might not even have been known to prospects at the time this 
ad ran, it embodies strong origin proof elements.

Martial arts lends itself to origin marketing like none other. Shaolin is to 
kung fu as the Phillipines are to escrima and Russia is to sambo.

“Never before has a video series unlocked the secrets of Russian Sombo's 
devastating leglocks! This tape set stars Igor Yakimov, widely considered to 
be the best leglock specialist in Russia! Let Igor show you leglocks like you 
have never seen before including ankle locks, knee bars, knee knots, calf 
crushes and brutal hip twists that will devastate your opponents.”

This ad hails from Black Belt magazine in its heyday of the 1990s. It was a 
profitable playbround for marketers with the chops.

https://books.google.com/books?id=es8DAAAAMBAJ&pg=PA21&dq=%22never+before+has+a+video+series%22&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjQtvPki9_hAhUK2FQKHegODbEQ6AEIKjAA%23v=onepage&q=%22never%20before%20has%20a%20video%20series%22&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=es8DAAAAMBAJ&pg=PA21&dq=%22never+before+has+a+video+series%22&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjQtvPki9_hAhUK2FQKHegODbEQ6AEIKjAA%23v=onepage&q=%22never%20before%20has%20a%20video%20series%22&f=false


Sarnoff's Samurai Strategies!
!

Why do many novice traders become enamored with Japanese candlestick 
charts? !!
There’s something exotic about it. What do the Japanese know about 
making money in the markets that we don’t?!!
Chalk up another successful product name and promotion to origin 
marketing. You’ve just got to love Samurai Strategies.!!
Steve Sarnoff (and his late father) were fixtures in the options markets for 
years and its thanks to HOT direct mail packages like this that kept them 
front and center !!
“Now this master of Japanese trading techniques shows you why gold can 
generate 10 to 20 times the profits of the S&P 500 on the best day it ever 
had ... and how to get your share with minimal risk capital.”



"How modern Chinese Medicine helps 
Burn Disease Out of Your Body"

Hereʼs the Gene Schwartz print ad companion to a direct mail package that 
mailed for 10 SOLID YEARS.

Even decades later, a Gene Schwartz ad is like riding a wild advertising 
rollercoaster of crazy claims, emotion and giant promise.

“The Chinese do not believe in surgery or medicine for major illnesses. 
They help prevent such illnesses instead with a series of mild, almost 
effortless internal exercises.”



“Secret" Chinese Food Cures

This isnʼt just another ancient Chinese secret but secrets from Chinaʼs 
great living Healing Master who “has agreed to reveal all his most 
celebrated food cures, in the most important book of its kind ever 
published. Unleashing the Power of Food: Recipes to Heal By is the most 
life-saving cookbook youʼll ever own!”

Weʼve got the ancient Chinese healing angle combined with the “man on 
the mountain” wisdom to cure whatever ails you. The ancient Hippocratic 
adage, “Let food be thy medicine” has an evergreen pull.

“The cures to the worldʼs great plagues arenʼt in your medicine 
chest...Theyʼre hiding in your pantry! Beyond drugs, vitamin supplements or 
any other pill...Nothing else even comes close to the life-giving power of 
FOOD.



“Sex Pill Used In China For 63 Years 
Goes On Sale Nationwide”

   These days, you canʼt throw a pebble, without risking it hitting one of 
these types of promos because they are just about everywhere. Theyʼre in 
print, online and the really embarrassing ones arrive in the mailbox... in a 
discreet brown envelope.

“Sex Pill Used In China For 63 
Years Goes On Sale Nationwide

Clinically tested and approved 
by U.S. doctors; guaranteed
to boost your sex drive and 

trigger stronger, longer lasting
erections or you get double 

your money back”

I donʼt know how many 
variations of this advertising lead 
exist but there must be dozens 
for a plethora of dietary 
supplements.

There is no deep origin pay-off 
in this ad but it seems good is 
good enough.



SWEDEN’S MIRACLE FORMULA THAT!
MAKES SKIN LOOK YOUNG AGAIN!

!
What would a headline compilation be without a Eugene Schwartz entry — 
like this one for Nuveen?!!
BIG claims in the beauty and rejuvenation markets are a dime a dozen. 
How’s an honest pill and potion advertiser supposed to stand out from the 
pack? Origin marketing to the rescue!!!
(New York, N.Y.); At a dramatic news conference today, it was revealed to 
America how a leading European specialist has finally discovered how to 
restore youthful beauty to aging skin. The secret is a totally new approach 
to the problems of aging skin — a new Swedish discovery ... a chemical 
food formula that has been used in university tests, in hospital tests and 
laboratory tests to actually make your skin look younger… up to 15 years 
younger. In JUST 15-30 DAYS.!!



“Thrilling Japanese Super Tablet 
Guarantees Rapid Weight-Loss”

This is it -- the original “Thrilling Japanese” diet ad -- itʼs been knocked off more 
times than anyone can count. Iʼd venture to say this is not only some of the most 
knocked off copy, but also some of the most successful copy in the history of diet 
advertising. I think I know who wrote it, though Iʼm not certain.

“There now exists an all natural, bio-active weight-loss compound so powerful, so 
effective, so relentless in its awesome attack on bulging fatty deposits that it has 
virtually eliminated the need to diet. News of the super tablet from Japan is 
sweeping the country.” 

This ad first ran back in 1988. The headline and opener are still being knocked 
off more than 30 years later! Back in the “go-go” 1980s diet advertisers could get 
away with a LOT compared to today and diet advertising was like an arms race of 
crazy claims. If one headline claimed “lose 20 pounds next month,” another 
would up it to 30. This ad STOOD OUT because of the power of origin marketing. 
Surely, the Japanese had a viable answer, even when everything else has failed.  

WARNING! Always have a competent advertising attorney review ANY ad before 
you run it. That goes doubly for weight loss advertising.



“Thrilling Japanese Diet Pill Guarantees Rapid Weight Loss”

Direct response isnʼt always about 
patting yourself on the back and 
admiring your credit card 
settlement reports. 

Sometimes, a seemingly “magic 
headline” can land an advertiser in 
HOT WATER faster than Takeru 
Kobayashi can scarf down 59 
Nathanʼs hot dogs. 

Hundreds of diet promoters were 
taken down with lines of copy like 
this: "Eat All You Want And Still 
Lose Weight (Pill Does All The 
Work)"

This ad for Bio Trim saw 
thousands of insertions in 2003 
and 2004. You usually do not see 
a diet ad like this published today 
-- unless the promoter has a thing 
for orange jumpsuits.

https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2004/11/041109cmp0323238.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2004/11/041109cmp0323238.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2004/11/041109cmp0323238.pdf
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/cases/2004/11/041109cmp0323238.pdf


“Why People in Vermont Are Healthier, Less Overweight, 
Stay Young Longer, Live Longer Than People !

of Any Other State in the Union”!
!

Ben Suarez’s division, Biotech Research, went on to sell over a billion 
dollars worth of space heaters from 2005 to 2015. !!
That was certainly one of the highlights of his prolific career in direct 
response. But there was a time when things weren’t always so rosy. In fact, 
before this ad ran, Suarez’s company was on the ropes.!!
So, he turned to Dr. D.C. Jarvis’ book Folk Medicine for some much needed  
cash flow. What was unusual about this book? Nothing, other than the fact 
that it was published almost twenty years earlier and was now a selection 
you’d find in the remainder bin. To top it off, much of the content was dated.!!
No matter.!!
One hard-hitting origin headline not only brought Jarvis’ book back to life 
but possibly saved the company from going under.!!



~ THE LAND OF THE FIR ~ 
-:;?(( AND THE MAPLE J~ 

Down fro.m Canada came 
tales of a wonderful beverage 

FoR years and years, visitors to 
Canada had come back with tales 
of a wonderful ginger ale. They 
described its exquisite flavor-they 
told of drinking it in the Houses of 
Parliament in Ottawa, in the resi
dence of the Governor-General, and 
in the Royal Canadian Yacht Club. 

Friends would listen and smack 
their lips and ask i'f there wasn't 
some way to purchase it in this 
country. And the answer was 
always "No.'~ 

:Free 
To tlze Children 

\\'rite for "The Tale of 
the Canada Dryads" an 
attractive, colored cut
out for the youngsters. 
We will gladly send it 
to you free on request. 

© 1927 

Finally, however, the demand be
came so insistent that it was decided 
to open a branch in this country, and 
in 1922 "Canada Dry" was officially 
brought to the United States. 

For two years this fine old ginger 
ale was served only in the most 
exclusive clubs and hotels in New 
York and it was little known out
side of those select circles. 

But gradually the story of the 
flavor of "Canada Dry" spread 
throughout the States, even as it 
had come across the border from 
Canada, and it was soon necessary 
to establish two new plants in this 
country to care for the increasing 
demand. 

Today "Canada Dry" is known 
and liked the wide world over. Its 
phenomenal growth in public favor 
is one of the most inspiring tributes 
to quality in the history of Amer
ican business. 

This remarkable success is due 
to the fact that "Canada Dry" is 
altogether different from every other 
ginger ale. Different in flavor! Dif
ferent in quality! Different in the 
methods by which it is made. Differ
ent because it is a real ginger ale, 
n?ade from the highest grade Jamaica 
gmger. 

This is an especially important 
point to remember when you are 
selecting a beverage for your home. 
For many sa-called ginger ales 
have a strong, biting taste that is 
derived from capsicum (red pep
per). There is no capsicum in 
"Canada Dry." 

Truly it has been said that until 
you try "Canada Dry" you have 
no idea how good ginger ale can be. 
In quality, in purity, in the witch
ery of its matchless flavor, it is, in
deed, "The Champagne of Ginger 
Ales." 

66CANADA DRY9

' 
ReJr. U. S. Pat.. Olf. 

"The (hampagne of q£nger ~les" 
Ex/rae/ imported from Canedo and bollled in the U. S . A. by 

Canada Dry Ginger Ale, Incorporaled, '25 W . 43rd Street, Ntw Y ork, N . Y. 
In Canada, J. J. McLaughlin Limiud. Established 1890. 

In using advertisements see page 6 145 



Advertisement: "CANADA DRY" Town & Country; Jan 15, 1930; 84, 4024; Women's Magazine Archive pg. 108



This document is not a source of business, legal, tax or accounting advice and in 
the event that you require such counseling you should immediately contact your 
professional service provider regarding the same, such as your attorney, CPA or 
certified financial advisor. The materials presented in this document are for 
general informational purposes only and are not intended to replace the 
professional advice of a licensed service provider. All copyrights and trademarks 
belong to their respective owners. 

BREAKTHROUGH BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES, INC. DOES NOT WARRANT 
OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATION REGARDING USE, OR THE RESULT OF 
USE, OF THE CONTENT IN TERMS OF ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, OR 
OTHERWISE. THE CONTENT MAY INCLUDE TECHNICAL INACCURACIES 
OR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS, AND COMPANY MAY MAKE CHANGES OR 
IMPROVEMENTS AT ANY TIME. YOU, AND NOT BREAKTHROUGH 
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES, INC., ASSUME THE ENTIRE COST OF ALL 
NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION IN THE EVENT OF 
ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE ARISING FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT OR 
ITS CONTENT. BREAKTHROUGH BUSINESS TECHNOLOGIES, INC. MAKES 
NO WARRANTIES THAT YOUR USE OF THE CONTENT WILL NOT INFRINGE 
THE RIGHTS OF OTHERS AND ASSUMES NO LIABILITY OR 
RESPONSIBILITY FOR ERRORS OR OMISSIONS IN SUCH CONTENT.
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